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My parents celebrate their
Golden Wedding Anniversary this
month and whilst sorting through
my cupboards for a particular 
fabric to make them a present, I
came across some pieces that I
bought in America almost 12 years
ago. At that time there were still
very few shops in the U.K. selling
the fabrics. My husband was 
invited to teach at the University 
of Chicago and I accompanied him
on the trip. I was so desperate to
see a ‘genuine patchwork shop’
that we took a taxi 25 miles to the
nearest one available. The driver
roared with laughter and could
hardly believe that I had travelled
so far to buy pieces of fabric to cut
them up into tiny pieces and then
sew them back together again!
These memories made me chuckle
at the lengths we will go to for our
personal hobbies/addictions! If
rubber stamping had been big in
America at that time, my suitcase
would certainly have exceeded the
weight restriction!

This issue has two strong
themes running through it, the first
being Autumn with it’s rich and
changing colours especially in
‘Harvest Collection’, ‘Autumn
Roses’, ‘Autumn & Winter ’ and
‘Leaf Appliqué’. Janet Brammer

has created a lovely cross stitch
pattern ‘Autumn Wishes’. The fun
of Halloween is reflected in ‘Hocus
Pocus’ which makes use of our
increasingly popular sequins as
does ‘Sequin Surprise’. This last
card together with ‘Football
Fantasy’ and ‘Fabric Window’ 
are three lovely designs that could
be adapted for many different
occasions. Have a closer look, one
of these cards illustrates my taxi
driver’s remark perfectly.

Christmas is our other strong
theme and for those preparing in
good time, ‘Tatted Snowflake’, ‘A
Winter ’s Night’ and ‘Christmas
Trees’ will make beautiful cards. I
love Gill Taylor’s idea of spraying
the canvas with gold spray paint 
in ‘Christmas Trees’, it creates a
magical rustic effect.

The talented Jill Fawley has
come up trumps again, designing
some adorable nativity scenes for 
a new range of découpage paper.
Rubber stamping is featured in 
our ‘Stamped Snowscenes’ snow
family and our own stamps are
illustrated in ‘Stamp It Out’ where
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Dorothy Holness has added a new
dimension to the craft by stamping
onto Fimo.

Other creative designs are 
illustrated in ‘Scraperfoil Baubles’,
Christmas Glitter’ and ‘A Galaxy
Of Stars’ - this last one making
clever use of yoghurt tops. I usual-
ly purchase yoghurts according to
their fat and calorie content, but
now I shall be selecting them for
their lid value!

Our designer profile in this
issue is Ann Limbert, a very talent-
ed artist whose cards illustrate
some stunningly fresh designs 
and her work has obviously been
appreciated world-wide. Let this
inspire you, make a Christmas 
card now to send to someone you
know who lives abroad - the final
international posting dates for
Christmas this year, for example 
to the USA, Canada and South
America are 30th October by sea-
mail and 5th December by airmail!
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Mosaic Swan
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By Jo Purnell

Materials Required:
Blue fabric 10cm square.
White fabric 10cm square.
2 Pieces of thin White card 11cm square.
1 Piece of thin White card 9cm square.
2 pieces of Photomount 10cm square.
Black felt tipped pen.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount AP04U: Bright Blue.

To Make The Card:
Glue an 11cm square of white card onto the

back flap of the card mount so that it shows
through the aperture, draw around the aperture
in pencil. Open the card and work onto this
white panel.

Stick a piece of photomount onto the back of
the blue fabric, leaving the backing sheet on, cut
the fabric into approximately 1cm squares. 

Peel the backing sheet from one ‘tile’ and
place onto the white backing on the card mount.
Position the first ‘tile’ in the centre at the top
making sure it covers the pencil line. Continue
with each successive ‘tile’. Although the rows

should be fairly neat and the gaps fairly even,
small variations will add to the mosaic effect.

Trace the diagram of the swan onto the 9cm
square of white card and cut it out just inside the
outline. Using the black pen draw the beak and
eye onto this cut-out. Stick the photomount onto
the back of the white fabric (keep the backing
sheet to use later) and cut it into 1cm squares.

Place the backing sheet saved earlier, shiny
side up on your work surface and lay the swan
cut-out face up onto it. Stick the squares onto the
swan cut-out leaving gaps as before, be careful
not to cover the eye and beak markings. Some of
the squares will overlap the edges of the swan,
the backing sheet will prevent them from sticking
to anything else. Once all the squares are in
place, take the swan off the piece of backing
sheet and trim the ‘tiles’ to the shape of the swan.
Glue the swan into position on the ‘water’.

I have cut a slip frame in white card to accent
the colours in the design. This is glued behind
the aperture before glueing the card closed.

Actual Size



Ann Limbert
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Designer Profile
I was lucky

to have a
mother who
encouraged me
to draw and
make things. I
guess my love
of flowers and
painting stem
from this time.

I trained as
a teacher and
art has always
played an
important role
particularly
when working
in hospitals
with sick and
handicapped
children.

Making cards with pupils was part of the job,
so to speak, but I also began making cards for
staff for special birthdays and retirements.
Requests came from friends and I began to sell

my cards. I
was delight-
ed when I
discovered
Craft
Creations 
as the card
blanks,
envelopes,
clear bags
and sticky
labels give
my cards a
more profes-
sional finish
which is
important
when selling
them.
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I paint, exhibit-
ing and selling 
my work. Before
starting a painting
I often make a
small preliminary
picture or sketch
directly onto a
card rather than
hide it away in a
sketch book. 

At a later date
once the painting is
finished, I can either
send the sketch to
someone myself or
put it into my card
box to sell.
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Sometimes I work directly with thin gouache,
but usually draw with a waterproof pen and 
then apply a thin colour wash. To add variety I
also use my own photographs, fabrics, fridge
magnets etc.

Friends have often thought my cards worthy
of being framed. I am also very proud that some
of my cards have reached foreign parts such 
as New Zealand, Australia, Pakistan, Canada 
and Russia.



Stamped Snowscenes
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By Janette Kirwan

Materials Required:
Rubber stamp: Merry Christmas
from Fun Stamps.
Rubber stamp: House and
Snowman from Inca Stamp.
Blue ink embossing pad.
Pearl glitter embossing powder.
Heat gun and fine paintbrush.
White Liquid Appliqué.
Corner punch: Corner Lace
from All Night Media.
Thin White card 125mm x
80mm.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF03U Dark Blue.

To Make The Card:
Punch the corners of the white card with the

corner punch, you could use a decorative panel
card instead if you don’t have a corner punch 
or use deckle edge scissors to make the card 
less plain.

Using the blue pad, stamp the image of the
house and snowman onto the white card, then
still using the blue pad, stamp ‘Merry Christmas’

into the space above the trees on the right hand
side lining it up carefully so that the words stay
straight with the top edge of the card.

Sprinkle the card with pearl glitter and tip 
off the excess onto a clean sheet of paper giving
gentle taps to remove all the loose powder.
Check that all the ink is covered with powder
and re-apply if necessary. Use a fine paintbrush
with a very slightly damp tip to remove any stray
flecks of glitter which do not fall off when tapped.
Tip the excess powder back into the container.

Protect your work surface with thick card or a
few layers of newspaper, place the stamped card

face up on the work surface.
Heat the card from above using the

heat gun, watch carefully and as each
area embosses go on to another until 
the whole image is raised, try not to 
stay on one area for too long or you will
scorch the white card. Leave the card to
cool down.

Cover the roof and fir tree with liquid
appliqué, leave to dry overnight. Use a
heat gun on it and it will puff up to look
like snow.

Mount the finished design onto the
front of the card mount using P.V.A.
adhesive, taking care to position it
squarely.



Tatted Snowflake
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By Lyn Morton
I learned to tat about 40

years ago when suffering a 
long spell in hospital and soon
became a very proficient tatter. 
I had to stop for a number of
years whilst raising a family
and helping to run a business.

Once my two sons were
grown up I began to produce a
large number of tatted designs. 
I soon found that the range of
coloured threads produced in
the U.K. was limited, and dis-
covered a much better selection
whilst abroad. I decided to
expand my interest into the
importing of threads and I now supply a grow-
ing number of customers throughout the U.K. 
I also give talks and demonstrations to societies
and clubs throughout the Midlands.

Materials Required:
20 gauge tatting thread: Red and Green.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Tatting shuttle.
Card mount: AP26C Seasons Greetings in Green.

To Make The Card:
The photograph on the right is actual size.

Note especially the size of the centre ring which
is really quite tiny. The diagram on the next page
is to help you with the stitching, it is not to scale
and has been expanded where necessary to show
the detail of each stitch.

First Round: Using green thread wind the
shuttle with only 8 turns and leave attached to
the ball of thread. Make a ring of 5 large picots
and 5 small picots worked alternately, see 
overleaf for full instructions on how to make
double stitches and picots if you are unsure.
Close the ring with a knot. The thread still
attached to the ball now becomes the ‘running’
thread, do not cut.

Note: All picots in the design from this point
on are small picots.

Second Round: Reverse the work. Make a chain
of 8 double stitches, 1 picot, 8 double stitches,
join to the next small picot of the centre ring by
threading the ‘running’ thread through the picot
before going on to the next stitch. Continue all
around until the ring is complete, cut the thread
and tie in to the base of the first picot to secure.

Third Round: Using red thread wind the 
shuttle with 40 turns, do not cut the thread from
ball. *Work 6 double stitches, 1 picot, 4 double
stitches, 1 picot, 6 double stitches, make a ring by
threading the ‘running’ thread through the first 

PLEASE NOTE:
We made some errors

when printing the
instructions for this
article, see page 9a 

for corrections.
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thread to the card just above the aperture. Stick
the card closed using P.V.A. adhesive. The design
will move easily from side to side but will hang
straight down when standing. This will allow the
tatting to be removed and used as a Christmas
tree decoration.

The coloured threads in these designs are 
the Turkish threads which I import and sell to
suppliers of the lace trade, but any good quality
20 gauge thread will be fine.

double stitch. Reverse the work
and make a chain of 6 double
stitches, 1 picot, 6 double stitch-
es, join to picot of the previous
round. Continue with 6 double
stitches, 1 picot, 6 double stitch-
es. Reverse work, repeat from 
*4 more times to complete the
round. Close the round by tying
to the beginning of the first
loop.

Fourth Round: Using green
thread wind the shuttle with 50
turns, do not cut from ball.
**Work 5 double stitches, 1
picot, 5 double stitches and join
this to the middle of the chain
on the last row where it was
joined by the previous ring, 
continue by working 5 double
stitches, 1 picot, 5 double stitch-
es, make a ring by joining to the
starting point. Reverse work.
Work 3 double stitches, then (1
picot, 1 double stitch) 5 times, 2
double stitches and join to the
first picot of the ring on the 
previous round. Work 3 double
stitches, 1 picot, 3 double stitches, join to second
picot of the ring on previous round. Work 3 
double stitches, then (1 picot, 1 double stitch)
5 times, 2 double stitches. Reverse work. Repeat
from **4 times to complete the ring, cut and tie.

To mount: Take a short length of green thread
through a picot on the outer row, knot it so that it
cannot slip out. With the card unfolded and face
down, place the work also face down centrally in
the aperture space and sticky tape the hanging

This Diagram Is A Guide For Stitching And Is Not To Scale

Above: This is the same as the main design
but the colours are reversed.

Left: The addition of a metal hoop makes
this design even more suitable for use as 
a Christmas tree decoration.

Fourth
Round:

Join To 1st
Picot Of

Previous Round

Fourth
Round

Starting
Point

4th
Round:

Join To
Second

Picot

Third Round
Starting
Point

Third Round
Join To

Previous
Round



Tatted Snowflake
The text in the ‘Tatted Snowflake’ article contains some errors which make the design unworkable.
We apologise for this and wish to make it clear that these errors are ours and not Lyn Morton’s.
If you would like to make the Tatted Snowflake please use the instructions below.

A 5 POINT SNOWFLAKE MOTIF

Middle Flower
Wind the shuttle with only 8 turns and leave attached to the ball
thread. Make a ring of 5 large picots and four small picots worked
alternately, close ring. RW chain of 8DS picot 8DS join to the 
first small picot of centre ring. Continue round until 5 petals are
completed. Cut and tie into the base of the first petal.

1st Row. Wind shuttle 40 turns do not cut from ball.
Ring 1. Ring of 6DS picot 4DS picot 6DS close. RW chain of 6DS
picot 6DS join to a picot of the middle flower 6DS picot 6DS. RW
and continue round the middle flower. Join the last chain to the
base of ring 1. Cut and tie.

Outside Row. Wind shuttle 50 turns do not cut from ball.
Ring of 5DS picot 5DS join to the middle of the chain on the last
row where the chain of that row was joined to the middle flower, 5DS picot 5DS close. RW chain of 3DS
7 picots separated by 2DS, 3DS join to the first picot of the ring on the last row, 3DS picot 3DS join to
the second picot of the same ring, (continue chain) 3DS 7 picots separated by 2DS, 3DS. RW. Continue
right round all the remaining petals, cut and tie.

1st ROW

OUTSIDE ROW

Enlarged
Centre and Middle
Flowers

9a
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1 - Hold the shuttle in your right
hand between the thumb and fore-
finger. Take the thread in the left
hand again between the thumb and
forefinger.

2 - Take the thread around the left
hand to form a circle and hold again.
The ‘bridge’ to work on is between
the forefinger and the middle finger.

3 - Keeping the shuttle thread taught
and holding it horizontally, pass the
shuttle under both threads.

4 - Bring the shuttle back over the
circle of thread and under the shuttle
thread.

5 - Drop the thread from around the
fingers of the left hand still holding
between thumb and forefinger and
then pull the shuttle thread taught
which causes the knot to be formed
by the ring of thread and not the
shuttle thread.

6 - Pick up the loop of thread over
the fingers again. The middle finger
of the left hand is raised making the
first half of the double stitch slide
down the shuttle thread so that the
thumb and forefinger can hold it.

7 - This completes the first half of the
double stitch and the stitch will look
like this.

8 - Now pass the shuttle over the
circle of thread and back under the
shuttle thread.

9 - Again, transfer the knot by draw-
ing the shuttle thread taught and
relaxing the fingers of the left hand
(as stage 5).

10 - Slide the second half of the
stitch down to the first half. This
completes the double stitch.

11 - A picot is formed by leaving a
loop between double stitches. Leave
approx 16mm for large picot and
8mm for small picot.

How To Make Double Stitches And Picots:
If this is the first time you

have tried tatting take a little
time and some spare thread, 
to practise the stitches before
starting the project. Although 
it looks quite complex once you
have made a few stitches you
will find it is not as hard as it
looks and the results are very
worthwhile. 



A Galaxy Of Stars
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By Pam Goodwin
I find that what begins as an idea for a card

can often develop into a whole collection, each
progressive card evolving from the last, simply
by changing some of the materials used, colours,
style of mounting, anything! All will have a 
dramatic effect on the end result.

This collection is based on both positive and
negative shapes using stars as the basis for the
design. I have used various combinations of
materials, colours, masks and sizes to make each
one different.

The gold and silver masks have been cut from
spray painted card, any spray will do but avoid
decorative sprays as they sometimes rub off. As
you come to the end of the tin the paint will
‘splat’ and ‘blob’ which is lovely for a textured
surface effect.
Main picture: The greeny blue background is
made by the method shown on the next page
with a painted yoghurt top in the centre, dark
green mask, silver net topped with a painted
purple star mask.
Below: At the very back is a magenta
painted yoghurt top with a silver
star. This is covered by silver net and
a spray painted silver mask.

Above: Mask cut from gold
painted card mounted into an
aperture with an old Christmas
card behind. The black and gold
really work well together.

Below: More painted 
background this time with
dark blues and just a little
green, the top star is also
cut from painted paper.
The green mask is mount-
ed over silver net covering
holographic paper.
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Below: The background to this
design is the gold foil top from
a tub of cheese spread, this
needs washing thoroughly
before use to remove all traces
of cheese. I have crumpled it
slightly and added touches of
magenta paint. It is covered it
with a course gold mesh, and a gold star mask is placed
on top
of this.

The greeny blue and purple backgrounds are
from a sheet I have painted using the following
method. Place Blobs of paint at the top of a sheet
of cartridge paper and using a wide decorators
scraping tool at an angle of about 80˚ scrape the
paint down the paper once only. The paint left on
the spatula can be scraped onto subsequent
sheets of paper, the colours will become more
and more blended with each scrape.

Blended Colours

Below: The top star and background are
made from my painted paper with silver
netting behind a silver mask. I have
drawn two fine silver lines around the
edge, this makes the image stand out
and compliments the silver in the design.

Left: Painted back-
ground with a purple
mask outlined with
gold pen. The gold in
the centre is an old
yoghurt pot lid with
touches of purple paint.
Below: Some of my
painted background
paper, splat painted in
gold then three stars
arranged onto this.
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Far Right: 
This is simply
spray painted
using positive
and negative
images and
some of the
lovely splats 
of spray paint.
Right: 
The background
is made up of
black card with
gold painted
blobs, with a
gold spray
painted teabag
on top. Two 
outline stars in
painted paper
are mounted
onto this.
Centre: Gold mask with gold netting over a
yoghurt top, which is painted with gold and
blue to echo the design of the mask.
Below: The silver circle at the very back is 
a teabag spray painted, the purple star is
painted paper, and the top star is cut from an
old Christmas card with a star design on it.

Above:
Painted back-
ground with a
purple patch.
Two painted stars
are mounted onto
this and silver
lines drawn
around them.
Left: 
A gold painted
teabag, again
with a combina-
tion of outline
and solid stars
placed on top to
make a pattern.



Fabric Window
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By Val Morgan

Materials Required:
Piece of firm White background
material: 10cm x 16cm.
Small pieces of coloured material
including Gold.
Metallic Gold thread.
Glue stick and Pencil.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP36G White/Gold.

To Make The Card:
Lay background material face up on

the table. Place the open card mount face
down onto it and use a pencil to lightly
draw round the aperture.

Select pieces of material which look
good together, including some gold. If
you cannot get gold material try cutting
up 15mm wide gold ribbon instead.

Using the diagram
(below) as a guide to size
and shape, cut pieces from
your selection of materials.
How many you need will
depend upon how you lay
them out. Approximately
120 will fill the window but
I find if you cut a few from
each of your fabrics and

roughly lay
them together
you can adjust
the blend of

colours to suit your taste.
For example, you may like
less of the purple mix, more
of the reddish colour and
even more gold. Keep the
size of each piece roughly
the same although the
shape does not need to be
exact for each.

Glue the top quarter of
the background area with
the glue stick and, working
from the top, press the little
pieces of material onto the
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glue. Overlap each piece slightly like fish scales,
turning them in different ways to make a random
pattern and making sure the background does
not show through between the pieces. Cover the
pencil lines so that the edge does not show.

Continue glueing and covering the ‘window’
until the whole area is covered. Hold the card
over your work to check that none of the edges
will show, then leave to dry for a few minutes.

There are two ways to work the Vermicelli
(scribble) by hand or by machine. If working by
hand, draw the Vermicelli line on the back of the
material and using gold thread stitch over it in
running stitch. Check the front and catch down
any loose corners with a stitch.

To work the line with a sewing machine, set
the machine to do free embroidery and use a
90/14 needle, thread the machine and bobbin
with Metallic Gold. If you have an embroidery
frame, put the material into it and work
Vermicelli over the design, catching down any
loose corners as you go.

Trim the background material to 1cm larger
than the card aperture all around. Put the work
face down on an ironing board, cover with a dry
cloth and press lightly with an iron.

Glue around the aperture of the card and 
position it carefully over your work, push firmly
into place and stick the flap closed.

This idea works well with many colour
schemes as this mix of blues and gold in the card
to the left shows. Try using the same technique 
in a Christmas tree aperture card in a blend of
greens and gold.

Below: Close up detail of some of the patch-
work and Vermicelli stitching.



Scraperfoil Baubles
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By Jenny Harpham

Materials Required:
Scraperfoil 7cm x 10cm.
Scraper tool.
Carbon paper (not Black).
Tracing paper: TR005.
Silver glitter glue and/or desired trimming.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive or double sided tape.
Tissues and sandpaper.
Pen or pencil
Scissors.
Card mount: SF03G Bright Red - Happy
Christmas.

To Make The Card:
Trace the diagram onto the tracing paper.

Place a sheet of carbon paper on top of the
scraperfoil board, put the traced design on top 
of this. Go over all the lines with a pen or pencil
to transfer the design onto the scraperboard,
remove the tracing and carbon paper.

Using the point of the scraper tool, scrape all
the lines transferred from your tracing. Using the
broadside of the scraper tool, scrape away the
large silver areas, turn the bauble so that you can
make the strokes go across the bauble. 

Tip: Keep a piece of paper under your hands
to avoid any greasy marks getting onto the foil.

Use the point of the scraper tool and make 
little random flicks to create the pattern on the
black part of the bauble. Use the same technique
inside the Holly leaves making the flicks very
close together.

Tip: Have a paper tissue handy to wipe away
any excess ink dust as you work and to buff up
the finished design. 

Cut out the bauble shape and smooth the
edge with sandpaper if necessary. Mount it onto
the card using glue or double sided sticky tape.
Add the glitter glue ‘string’ onto the bauble.

Actual Size
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Below: This ‘cat and bauble’ card is more
complex but is really lovely. Make a tracing
from the diagram and work as before.

Left: A different shape and pattern for this bauble
design. The string is a piece of lace instead of glitter
glue. Use the diagram above to make this design in the
same way as before. You can mix elements from any of
these scraperfoil designs to make many really individual
Christmas cards.

Actual Size

Actual Size



Autumn Roses
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bead border or the design will look cramped in 
the card.

3. Add pieces of Heather tucking the stems
between and behind parts of the leaves to fill in
the background.

4. Put the silk flowers into place, glue them
using P.V.A. when you are happy with their 
positions. Add dried flowers and a little more
Heather to fill up any gaps making sure the
design keeps a balanced look. 

Position the gold hand carefully on the front
of the card mount in the space below and to the
right of the aperture and glue into position. The
finished card needs to be given in a greetings
card box as it is too bulky to fit into an envelope. 

Using the same basic method, personal cards
can be made for any occasion. Most of my cards
have been so well received the recipient has
mounted them into a shadow box, the kind used
for découpage.

By Jean Wood
This idea began in the classroom for a

Mother’s day card where the children drew 
an oval on folded card, sketched in stems of
leaves and stuck down dried Helicrysum
heads to form a bouquet. When I discovered
offcuts, it allowed my pupils to graduate to a
more professional finish without wasting a
card on every mistake. Using this basic
method I have taught ten year olds to make
such professional cards their parents thought 
I had made them and passed them off as the
children’s work.

Materials Required:
Silk flowers: 3 x Pale Yellow, 4 x Peach.
Dark Green silk leaves and Peach ribbon bow.
Dried Heather and a mixture of dried flowers.
Thin dried stems or grasses.
Golden hand (from craft shops or markets).
String of small plastic beads and Gold braid.
Tacky glue.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP01B Gold Bells.

To Make The Card:
Fold the card mount and use P.V.A. to glue

the flap behind the aperture. 
Using P.V.A. adhesive glue the gold braid and

string of beads into place around the edge of the
aperture, butting the ends very carefully so that
they do not show. 

1. About two thirds of the way down the oval
put a 1cm line of tacky glue, press the stems into
this as shown in the diagram, the stems should
gently splay out towards the bottom to give the
appearance of a ‘bunch’. Leave until dry. Glue
the bow into place at the top of the stems using
P.V.A. adhesive. 

2. Glue the leaves into place with tacky glue
to form an outline for the bouquet, making sure
the ends point in towards the centre so that they
will be covered by the flowers. Leave a good
space between the tips of the leaves and the 
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Stamp It Out
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By Dorothy Holness
Making cards by Rubber Stamping onto

Fimo is a great way to give your stamp 
collection a new lease of life, the results 
are very different from stamping onto paper
or card.

Any stamp may be used providing it has
clearly defined parts to cut away, make three
or four impressions with the same stamp 
and build up the layers with parts of the
image so that the closest part of the picture
comes forward.

The instructions below will give you an
idea of how to proceed even if you don’t
have these particular stamps as they can be
adapted for the ones you do have.

Materials Required:
White Fimo.
Kitchen Foil.
Craft Knife.
Acrylic Paints: White; Red; Green; 
Gold; Silver; Purple and Black.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.

Rubber Stamp: STA03.
Paper or sequin snowflakes.
Blue Marlmarque paper 15cm x 12cm.
Micro glitter and fine paintbrush.
Rolling pin or milk bottle.
Card mount: AP31G Happy Christmas.

To Make The Card:
Knead the Fimo until soft and pliable then roll

out to a thin even sheet with the rolling pin.
Stamp onto the sheet of Fimo pressing down
firmly and making sure that you leave enough
Fimo below and to the sides of the snowman to
fit behind the aperture or the rough edges will
show. Lift the stamp carefully off the Fimo. 

Cut the sky area away from the rest of the
image at the tree-line, going carefully round the
top of the scarf, trees, snowman and hat.
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Knead and roll the Fimo again then stamp a
second image, cut out the snowman scarf and
presents as shown. These pieces should be 
positioned on top of the first image and the
edges smoothed with a cocktail stick.

Stamp a third image covering the fish in the
foreground with a small piece of card as we do
not want it to stamp. Cut out the parts as shown
and position these components onto the first two
layers using small balls of Fimo to add depth if

desired and overlapping the presents
with the snow foreground. Smooth the
join between foreground snow and 
background snow with a cocktail stick.

Bake on a piece of kitchen foil for 
20-30 minutes in a pre-heated oven at
265˚F or 130˚C.

Paint the design in your chosen
colours. Once the paint is dry ‘varnish’
using a mix of 1 part P.V.A. and 2 parts
water, allow to dry. Varnish the snow
and snowman with the P.V.A. again and
sprinkle with glitter, tap off any excess,
check for gaps in the glitter and re-do 
as necessary.

Stick the Fimo ‘scene’ onto the blue
marlmarque paper. Make five paper
snowflakes with a snowflake punch or
use sequin snowflakes, glue these onto
the sky. Mount into the aperture using
P.V.A. adhesive.

This card has been made using the
same technique. I have drawn a ‘wall-
paper’ design on the background to put
behind the teddy.



Sequin Surprise
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By Anita Light

Materials Required:
White paper 5cm x 5cm.
Red paper approximately 8cm x 9cm.
Confetti sequins: Happy Birthday.
Deckle edge scissors.
UHU All purpose glue.
Pencil and ruler.
Card mount: DEC3U.

To Make The Card:
Cut the edges of the red paper with the deckle

scissors, it should end up about 7cm x 8cm. Glue
the deckled paper onto the card slightly above
the centre. If you don’t have deckle scissors you
could use a decorative panel card, they come in 
a range of sizes and colours to match the card
blanks with ready deckled edges, they are ideal
for this purpose. 

Using a pencil lightly mark a dot in the 
centre of the square of white paper. Place the
square, pencil mark upwards, diagonally on 
the work surface.

Take the left hand point of the square and fold
it over so that the point is in the centre. Do the
same with the right hand side. Take the bottom
point and fold it up to a little past the centre dot
so that it overlaps the two side triangles slightly.

This will now look like an open envelope, glue
the bottom flap along the edges where it overlaps
the side flaps, making sure the glue only sticks to
the flaps and not to the inside. Glue the envelope
into place on the front of the card.
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Select some Happy Birthday sequins in 
different colours. Glue about 8 of them onto 
the red paper, fanning them out so they ‘burst’
from the envelope. Always use as little glue as
you can get away with on sequins. Fill the front
of the ‘envelope’ with a few more ‘Happy
Birthdays’, these will stay in place without glue.

Left: 
I have used
brown kraft
paper to
make the
‘envelope’
and a lovely
hand made
paper for the
background
in this design.
Right: 
The contrast
between red
and black
helps to make
this an eye
catching card.

Below: These ‘present’ cards are a simple 
to make variation on the envelope idea. Sequins
come in a variety of messages, numbers and
shapes so the design can be made to suit 
the occasion.

Start with a piece of card approximately 
4cm square. I have ribbled mine to add texture
but it would look just as good made from 
patterned paper.

Add the ribbon to the present using braid 
or narrow ribbon, this can be glued or sticky
taped on 
the back of
the present.
Position 
and glue the
present onto
the card
mount.

Arrange
the sequins
as desired
around the
top of the
present and
glue into
place.

Glue the
bow into
position to
finish it off.



Harvest Collection
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Left: This
Anemone type
flower is a print
from a green 
pepper. I have 
cut the top off
and removed the
seeds. The centre
of the flower has
been made with 
a cotton bud.

Far Left: These
Tulips have been
‘stamped’ using a
plum tomato cut
transversely. The
stems have been
added using a
strip of card.

Above: My sunflower centre is printed with a small
apple and the petals with the edge of a card.

By Pam Goodwin
This selection of cards are all made from fruit,

vegetables and paint. They are extremely easy to
make and are ideal projects for children.

Materials Required:
Selection of windfall items.
Variety of blank card mounts.
Acrylic paints in various colours.
Small plate to put paint onto.

To Make The Cards:
Study the shapes of your collection of items

and decide how they should be cut for the best
results. Each fruit will suggest a different design
depending on the overall shape and the patterns
inside. Stand the items onto kitchen towel to dry
the juices.

Put some paint onto the plate and dab one of
your shapes into it, press the painted fruit onto

the card in the desired position. Lift straight up
without dragging it to avoid blurring your
image. Add more details with any suitable item. 



A Winter’s Night
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THREADS
ANCHOR                        DMC     MADEIRA
A  -  150   Navy                  336                 1007

BEADS
00161      Mill Hill glass seed beads    Silver
02011      Mill Hill glass seed beads       Gold

By Karen Duford
Stitched on 14 count Navy

Aida using 2 strands of Anchor
stranded cotton to attach the
beads.

This design fits into an
AP07M Linen Embossed Gold
card. Stitch count: width 50 x
depth 25.

Using 2 strands of navy 
cotton attach the beads with 
a half cross stitch, always 
working from bottom left to 
top right of the square. The
beads will slant in the opposite
direction.



Christmas Glitter
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1. Peel off one of the backing sheets from the
Photomount and place this backing sheet (not the
Photomount) shiny side up on the work surface,
lay the unfolded card mount face down over the
backing sheet so that it shows through the whole
of the aperture.

2. Take the Photomount and holding it sticky
side down, carefully position it over the aperture
and press firmly into place. The backing sheet
underneath the card mount is there to prevent
the Photomount from sticking to the work 
surface, leave it in place.

By Gilly Roberts

Materials Required:
Photomount: 10cm x 16cm.
Sequins: SEQ28 Gold Bells.
Sequins: Cupid.
Gold cord: Approximately 60cm length.
Micro glitter:
Tweezers and scissors.
Soft fluffy brush: Large.
Soft fluffy brush: Small.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Sheet of plain paper, A4 will be fine.
Card mount: AP38G White/Gold.

To Make The Card:
When working with micro glitter it is most

important to have a working area which is totally
free from dust, hairs and anything else which
may get into it, as they will be noticeable and
may spoil your work. Using the large brush,
clean the card mount to make sure there are 
no dust particles on it, then give the working
area a brush over.
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3. Remove the second backing sheet from the
Photomount, run a thin trail of glue around the
edge of the left hand flap of the card, fold flap
over and press until stuck. Turn the card face up,
peel off the protective backing sheet, and set
aside to use later.

4. ‘Snake’ the gold cord onto the Christmas tree
and press into place, try to avoid touching the
sticky area as this will lower the ‘tack’ of the
Photomount. Stick the gold bells into place.

6. Holding the card almost upright, use the small
soft brush to remove any glitter from the sequins,
gold cord and finally the edges of the card
mount, do not brush the glittered area. The white
paper should have caught all the excess glitter,
tip the glitter towards the fold line and carefully
tip it back into the container. Using a little glue,
stick the cupid onto the top of the tree. 

Lay the card face up, place the backing sheet
saved earlier, shiny side to work, on the card and
give a firm press over the glittered area.

5. Make a sharp crease in the white paper, unfold
it and lay it on the work surface. Place the card
onto it and sprinkle the micro glitter over the
aperture from top to bottom. Pick up the card
and making sure you hold it over the paper to
catch the excess, tip the card while tapping it 
all ways to spread the glitter evenly, tap off the
excess. Check work for gaps and re-sprinkle if
necessary.



Hocus Pocus
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By Debbie Brown

Materials Required:
Black paper 10cm x 13cm: CRE05P.
Sequin stars and moons.
Silver glitter glue.
Soft lead pencil.
Scissors or craft knife.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive and UHU All 
Purpose Glue.
Tracing paper 10cm x 13cm: TR001.
Card mount: PS010.

To Make The Cards:
Trace the outline onto tracing paper using 

the pencil. Place the traced design face down
onto the black paper and re-trace the outline 
thus transferring the image to the paper.

Cut the image out using scissors or a craft
knife and cutting mat taking care to cut just
inside the pencil line. Make sure the silhouette

has nice clean
cut edges 
and trim any
roughness off. 

Glue the 
silhouette into
place with a
thin layer of
P.V.A. then
glue the sequin
stars and
moons into
place using a
tiny dab of
UHU on each.
Add dots of
silver glitter
between the
stars.

Actual Size
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By Eva Smith
I have been using rubber stamps to

make greetings cards for the last 5 years.
I started by going on a basic course to
learn the various techniques and from
then on I was hooked. My drawing 
talents are not very good but I enjoy
colouring and playing around with 
various effects. This collection of cards
have all been made using one stamp.
The Snow Family, by Hero Arts.

Materials Required:
‘Snow Family’ stamp from Hero Arts.
Clear stamp pad and heat gun.
Black sparkle embossing powder.
White card (for stamping onto).
Felt tipped pens and White paper.
Small sharp scissors or knife.
Sticky fixers.
Snowflake punch.
Selection of card mounts.

To Make The Card:
Each image has been

produced by stamping with
a clear embossing pad onto
white card and embossing
with black sparkle powder.
I have coloured the ‘snow
people’ with felt tipped
pens and cut them out 
leaving just a fine white
border all round. This line
gives a contrast between the
image and the background
adding impact especially

when the background is
dark. Cut the snow at the
bottom to a gentle curve.

Above: Two snow people with
punched snowflakes added to
the background.

Left: Mum and baby are done
as a double layer for 3D effect.
The snowflakes have been
punched out of paper with a
snowflake punch.

Far left: The whole image again,
this time mounted overlapping
the aperture. I have used sticky
fixers to mount the extra ‘mum’
and ‘baby’.

The whole image on the stamp has been used to make this card. 
I have mounted it with sticky fixers onto a dark blue background.



Christmas Trees
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By Gill Taylor

Materials Required:
18 HPI Canvas 8cm x 8cm.
White paper 8cm x 8cm.
Metallic Gold Acrylic spray paint.
Selection of wool and lurex wool 
in shades of Green.
Green cotton.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Blue stranded cotton for tub.
Sequin stars: Blue and Green.
Card mount: AP16G Dark Blue/Gold.

To Make The Card:
Ideally the spray painting should be done

outdoors, you can spray indoors with care in 
a well ventilated room. Make sure that the 
surrounding area is well covered with old 
newspapers, place the canvas on the newspaper
and spray it evenly. Make sure none of the 
original colour is left showing around the holes,
then leave until completely dry.

Using green cotton and the diagram below 
as a guide, tack a vertical line down the centre 
of the canvas, then tack the shape of the tree.

Using the wool and lurex thread you have
selected, stitch straight random stitches within
the tacked triangle. Vary the length and direction
of the stitches, making the longest of them

around 1cm. Fill the
‘tree’ shape with 
stitches until you are
happy with the result.
Using green cotton
attach the stars onto the
tree with a single stitch
through each sequin.

Stitch the tub using blue stranded cotton, do
not split into strands, use it as it is. Using the 
diagram for placement, work straight vertical
stitches from the top to bottom of the tub, then
work straight
horizontal
stitches from
left to right
over the top
of the vertical
ones.

Remove
the tacking
stitches and
cut the canvas
so it overlaps
the aperture
by about 5mm
all around.
Mount into
the card plac-
ing the white
paper behind
the work.



Leaf Appliqué
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By Sue Hibberd
Experiment with different leaves,

mature leaves usually work best as
young leaves can dry up and become
brittle. Oak and Beech leaves work well,
Hydrangea gives an interesting effect!

Materials Required:
Selection of leaves.
Bondaweb iron on adhesive 
11cm x 11cm.
Patterned backing fabric 
12cm x 12cm.
Plain sheer fabric: (chiffon scarf is ideal)
13cm x 13cm.
Non-stick paper 13cm x 13cm.
Metallic thread.
Sequins.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: AP53U Deep Green.

To Make The Card:
Place the Bondaweb adhesive centrally onto the

right side of the patterned fabric and iron onto it so
that it sticks together. I have used space dyed silk
and fine cotton fabrics which work well, printed
fabrics will work just as well, experiment with 
different colours and patterns.

Peel off the backing paper and position the leaf
in the centre of the adhesive area. Place the piece 
of sheer fabric over the whole design. Making sure
the chiffon stays flat, place the piece of non-stick
paper over the ‘sandwich’ and with a dry iron set 
to medium heat, press firmly. The chiffon will now
be adhered to the fabric but not to the leaf.

Using the metallic thread, stitch around the 
outside of the leaf with running stitch, this will 
keep the leaf in position and looks really pretty.

Trim the whole design so that it will fit neatly
inside the card, run a line of glue around the back 
of the aperture, position the card carefully over the
design, press firmly into position, glue the card
closed in the usual way. Finally position the sequins
on top of the leaf and glue into place.



Autumn & Winter
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By Helga
Dharmpaul

Here are the Autumn and
Winter designs in my four 
seasons set. They use the same
technique as the Spring and
Summer with a matching oval
border design. I have only
stitched around the edges of 
the Holly and Ivy leaves which
allows the white to show and
emphasises the coldness.

Materials Required:
Tracing paper: TR001.
Single pricking tool or needle
pressed into a cork.
Pricking mat.
Clear adhesive tape.
Card mount: DF03U White.
Madeira Metallic Emerald
(leaves and stems, both).
Astro 4 Multicolour thread 
(border and words, both).
Madeira Glissen Gloss 
08 (Acorn nut).
Madeira Glissen Gloss Rainbow
908 (Acorn cup).
Madeira Glissen Gloss Sterling
01 (Holly veins).
Red cotton (Berries).
3 Red sequins (Winter).
3 Small Red beads (Winter).

To Make The Card:
Place the tracing paper over

the actual size diagram and
mark each dot in pencil. Put the
card opened out and face up on
a softish surface, a pricking mat
is ideal, although folded kitchen
towel or a tea towel would work

the tracing paper.
Using the colours specified

in the Materials list, stitch each
area of the design following the
charts, always bring the needle
through from the back. When
starting and finishing, secure
the end of the thread with a
small piece of clear sticky tape.

as well. Position the traced
design onto the centre panel
and clip or tape it into place.

Using the pricking tool, 
carefully prick each dot on the
traced design going through
both the tracing and the card
mount. Make certain that you
have finished before removing

Actual Size
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Winter: This diagram shows how the Holly
and Ivy leaf outlines are worked, using back-
stitch over 3 holes. To keep the ‘points’ on the
leaves, backstitch to the point, do not take the

stitches around the corner but
restart at each one. The veins
are all worked in long straight
stitches in the colours given on
the materials list.

Winter: Stitch the ‘Holly
berries’ into place. Using Red
Metallic thread come up
through the work and the centre
of the sequin, take the thread
through the bead, go back down
through the hole in the sequin,
the bead will hold it in place.

Using Astro 4, work the 
border design beginning at the
hole shown and take the thread
back in at the fifteenth hole.
Continue until all the holes 
have been used twice, once in
each direction. Still using Astro
4 thread, work the word at the
bottom in back stitch.

Left: This diagram
shows how each section
of the Autumn design is
worked. Bring the 
needle up at hole 1 and
down at hole 2, up at
hole 3 and down at 4,
etc., continuing until all
the holes are used. This
applies regardless of the
shape being worked.

Autumn: Work the stem beginning at the 
bottom right as shown in the chart and continue
to the top. Start again at the bottom left and work
up the stem, stitch across the first row of stitches
to make a ‘criss cross’ pattern. Work the side
piece of the stem in the same way. Outline the
edges of the leaves and acorns in backstitch.

Actual Size
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By Tex
These cards can be made from the fabric

scraps in your sewing box and will be sure to
please football fans of all ages. Choose colours 
to suit the team of the recipient.

Materials Required:
Background material 65mm x 75mm in the 
team colour.
Two lengths of Cord for border approximately
50cm each, 1 in team colour, 1 in White.
Thin White Ribbon for border approx. 50cm.
Small amounts of ribbon, lace, braid, or elastic
for the stripes. 
Lightweight Off-White fabric 5cm x 5cm.
Small amount of wadding or cotton wool.
Fine Black felt tipped pen.
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Card mount: SF03U Linen White.

To Make The Card:
Cut a piece of fabric to 75mm x 65mm for 

the background, I have used 75mm wide ribbon
on these designs. Glue the fabric onto the front 
of the card leaving more space at the bottom 
than the top.

Cut three
75mm lengths
from your
white ribbon,
elastic or
material. Glue
them onto the
background
fabric, place
one along
each side and
one in the 
centre.

Grip the
lengths of 
border cord
and ribbon at
one end, and
plait them.

Making sure the plait does not come undone
lay it on the card around the background and
trim to length leaving about 3cm hanging down
the right hand side of the card.

Put a line of glue around the background and
glue the plait into place. Glue the ends so that
they cannot come undone making sure the glue
is not visible.

Using the diagram below cut a circle from the
off-white fabric and trace the lines of the football
onto it, if you know the score of their most recent
winning match add this as well. Cut a piece of
wadding slightly small-
er than the ball, place
the wadding onto the
card where the football
will be positioned. Put
a line of glue around
the edge of the ball 
and stick it over the
wadding, pressing the
edges down firmly.



3D Découpage
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The white gaps on the diagrams show a
cut and the red lines show glue. Cut out
all parts as shown. Cut between the tree
and grass as shown. Sticky fix the tree into
place and glue where shown. Sticky fix 
the snow into place at the top edge only
placing pads just behind the reindeer and
at the rabbit. Glue the bottom edge to 
previous layer just outside picture area.

Cut out all the parts shown. Cut the 
reindeer ’s legs as shown and the snow
background as shown, sticky fix into 
place using pads at the top of the snow
only. Glue legs and snow as shown. Glue
the bottom edge of the snow as before.

By Jill Fawley
Here is another beautiful

set of 3D Découpage papers
drawn by Jill Fawley to
expand our very popular
range still further. We are 
sure you will love them as
much as we do.

Our Christmas reindeer
designs are really popular 
so we have decided to add
another to the original 
range, and this one is just 
as endearing.

We also have a really 
lovely range of four nativity
scenes which are sure to tempt
you into getting your scissors
out even if you have never
tried 3D Découpage before.

Materials Required:
P.V.A. Craft Adhesive.
Scissors or knife and cutting mat.
Sticky fixer pads or silicone adhesive.
3D Découpage paper: DC051 to DC055.
Card mount: AP02G in various colours
as illustrated in the photographs.

Cut out the parts as shown, cutting the
snow where indicated. Sticky fix collar 
in the centre and glue the edges. Sticky 
fix rug into place and glue the top. Cut and
sticky fix rabbit and sleigh. Sticky fix the
top edge of the snow only. Glue the snow
where shown. Glue the bottom edge of the
snow outside the picture area as before.

How To Make The Cards:
The first layer of each card is a complete uncut design,

build the subsequent layers up onto it. Do not mount into
the card until you have completed all the layers.

Sticky fixer pads are too large as they come and
should be cut into approximately eight pieces and smaller
where necessary.

Where the instructions call for glueing, position your
pad as far away from the area to be glued as possible in
order to allow the piece to bend.
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The white
gaps on the
diagrams show
a cut and red
lines show
glue. Cut out
parts as shown.
Use a pad close
to the top of
the angel’s
head and leave
halo loose.
Sticky fix into
place using
pads on the
background at the top close to the shepherds. Glue bottom edge
of picture to previous layer just outside picture area.

Cut out the
parts shown.
Cut between
the angel’s
hair, face and
shoulders as
shown. Sticky
fix the angel’s
arms only, 
glue the body
down. Put a
sticky pad on
the shepherd’s
hand close to
the crook, do
not glue or fix the crooks themselves, they will stay in place.
Sticky fix all other parts into place.

Cut out the
parts shown.
Glue the
lamb’s tail at
the top, no
pad. Cut
around the
lamb’s ear as
shown, sticky
fix into place
and glue where
shown. Cut the
tunics and
head dresses
where shown,
sticky fix and glue as shown.

The white
gaps on the
diagrams show
a cut and the
red lines show
glue. Cut out
parts as shown.
Cut between
Mary and
Joseph and
Mary’s arm as
shown. Sticky
fix into place
and glue
Mary’s hand
and Joseph where shown.

Cut out parts
shown. Cut
between
Mary’s arm
and tunic as
shown. Sticky
fix into place
and glue as
shown. Glue
Joseph’s left
hand onto
Mary’s shoul-
der at wrist, 
no pad. Sticky
fix all other
parts into place and glue as shown.

Cut out parts
as shown. Cut
between two
parcels and
basket, sticky
fix and glue 
as shown. 
Cut between
figures where
shown. Sticky
fix and glue
head dresses as
shown. Sticky
fix and glue
tunics where
shown. Sticky fix wheels into place.
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The white
gaps on the
diagrams show
a cut and the
red lines show
glue. Cut out
all parts as
shown, cut
between Mary
and Joseph as
shown. Sticky
fix into place
and glue where
shown. Glue
the hay basket
as shown.

Cut out the
parts shown.
Cut at Joseph’s
shoulder and
sleeve as
shown. Cut
between Mary
and Jesus,
Jesus and hay
and shawl
where shown.
Cut cows ear
where shown.
Glue Joseph’s
tassel into
place at the top, do not use pads. Sticky fix all parts into place
and glue where shown.

Cut out parts
as shown. Cut
between head
dress and arm
as shown. Cut
lamb as shown.
Glue the fin-
gers of Mary’s
left hand at the
knuckles only,
no pad. Glue
the ear and top
of lamb’s head
onto the lamb
with the red
bow, do not use pads. Fold the box on the corner. Sticky fix all
parts into place and glue as shown.

The white
gaps on the
diagrams show
a cut and the
red lines show
glue. Cut out
parts as shown.
Sticky fix star
into place. 
Cut purple
shepherd
where shown,
cut yellow
sleeve as
shown. Sticky
fix all parts into place and glue where shown.

Cut out all
parts shown.
Cut purple
shepherd as
shown. Cut red
shepherd’s
tunic and leg
as shown.
Sticky fix into
place and glue
turban, hat 
and tunics
where shown.

Cut out all
parts shown.
Cut between
crown, green
headdress and
yellow sleeve
as shown.
Sticky fix into
place and glue
where shown.
Sticky fix red
arm and tassels
into place.
Sticky fix and
glue purple
arms into place as shown. Sticky fix manger into place. Cut lambs
ear and legs and sticky fix into place.
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By Janet Brammer

ANCHOR                                                    DMC      MADEIRA

       -   1046        Golden Tan                         783                  2212
       -   1004        Light Conker Brown         920                  2305
       -   306          Golden Yellow                   725                  0113
       -   208          Deep Pistachio                   966                  1310
       -   370          Deep Brown                       434                  2009
       -   244          Forest Green                       700                  1305
       -   265          Pale Olive Green               471                  1603
       -   1015        Mahogany                          355                  0313

Stitch count: width 45 x depth
69. This card has been stitched
using Anchor threads. Using
DMC or Madeira colours 
may give a slightly different,
although equally pleasing, 
finished result.

Stitched on 14 count Cream
Aida. Use 2 strands for the
backstitched leaf outlines and 
1 strand for the wording veins,
and French knot. This design
fits into a AP50P card, Autumn
design.
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Above: Mrs G. Wagstaff, Cheshire. 
This wedding card is made from pieces of torn
wrapping paper glued to the mount and dots of
gold drawn around these. The word and bell
motif have been drawn with glass paint outliner.

Above: Natasha Barr, Dorset. 
Glass paints on acetate. I have cut away the
panel behind the aperture to allow the light to
show through the design.
Right: Ivy Armitage, Essex. Embroidered design
made from my ‘scraps’ of thread.

Right: Nicky Livings, Stockport. 
Glass paints on acetate, mounted into a
circle aperture card with a gold border-
line to make the design stand out.

Above: Sarah Slater, Bedfordshire. Stamped 
poppies mounted onto a card blank. I then
embossed the wording and borders in silver.

Below: Angela Herring,
Hertfordshire. Encaustic work
landscape with quilling added.

Above: Rose Daniels, Hampshire. 
A motif stitched onto felt using my
Brother sewing machine. I left a tiny
fluffy edge all around when I cut it out
to make the cat look furry. The motif is
mounted onto hand made paper.
Right: Joan Parry, Cheshire. 
3D découpage design worked onto a cork 
coaster and mounted onto a single fold card.
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Above: Mrs
M.E. Medley,
Essex. 
Ducks in ribbon 
embroidery.
Below:
Margaret
Bullen, West
Sussex. Quilted
patchwork fab-
ric design with
a shaped border
and paper
punched deco-
rations around
the edge.

Above: Rachel Wallis,
Scunthorpe. Parchment craft
design coloured using felt
tipped pens and pearl inks.
Left: Janet Grainger, Wakefield.
A simple effective design using
wavy corrugated card and
metallic cord.

Above: Margaret Vickers, North Yorkshire. 
An embroidered window using lace for the 
curtains and lace flowers in the window box.
Right: 
Ida Bradshaw,
Manchester.
Made from two
pieces of ribbon
which I have
laced together
using gold
thread.
Left: 
Joan Mather,
Cumbria.
Watercolour
landscape.
Below: 
Joan Fenwick,
Enfield. 
3D découpage
spray of flow-
ers with callig-
raphy greeting.
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Right: Mary-Anne
Luscombe,
Cambridgeshire. 
A striking and easy
to make card. The
‘sea’ is made from
corrugated card and
the dolphin from
prismatic foil, they
are all mounted onto
the card with sticky
fixers for a lovely 
3D effect.
Far Right: Anne
Purdie, Glasgow. 
A free hand fish 
covered in shiny
confetti, the sea is
made from torn 
tissue paper.

Right: 
Veda Munns,
Hertfordshire.
Dog wrapping
paper placed
overlapping the
aperture so that
he is peeping
through.
Below: 
Cynthia Brown,
Somerset. Blue
Tit made using
cross stitch and
beadwork.Above: Mr J. Timms, Derby. 

A Silk painted design mounted with
wadding for a lightly padded effect.

Left: Sheila Palmer, Surrey.
Rubber stamped and embossed
design coloured with felt
tipped pens.

Below: Mrs J.S. Young, Oxford.
Cross stitched design in a
Happy Birthday card.

Below: Babs Inwood, Middlesex. 
Clown cut from paper, ribbons, braid,
fun fur and lace with a balloon nose
which can be removed by the recipient.
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Above Right: Melissa Jeggo, Hertfordshire.
Quilled 18th birthday design.
Left: Mavis Frewin, Oxfordshire. Watercolour
painting embellished with silver pen.
Below: Anne Browne, Wiltshire. 
Encaustic wax landscape.

Above Right: Linda Grainger, Switzerland.
The cow is a papercast medallion made
with a ceramic stamp and coloured with
ink. I have covered a portion of the card
with black paper and trimmed all the
edges with shaped scissors. I love the 
contrast between the black and white.

Right: M. Morgans, Mid Glamorgan.
A 3D découpage design decorated with braid
and cake decoration.

Above: Audrey Mason, Gwent. 
Silk painted cottage using pearly paints.

Right: Irene Nicholls, Wiltshire. 
This is a photograph of an embroidery based on
the cave paintings at Lascaux. The background is
in various nets to represent the rocks, and the
front bison are applied, padded and embroi-
dered leathers and silk.

Below: Gill Taylor, West Midlands. 
A montage of used postage stamps from all over
the world.
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Below Left: Joy Ling, Merseyside. 
A piece of fabric slightly padded and
mounted into a deckled aperture card. I
have stamped a little motif onto each

corner which echo the flowers
on the fabric.
Below: Mrs E.M. Crooke, 
South Yorkshire. 
I have padded and covered an
oblong panel, trimmed it with
lace and lace flowers. Cake 
decorations and a ribbon add
the finishing touch to the card.

Above: Christine Couchman, Bedfordshire. 
An encaustic wax landscape mounted into a
window card. The house and trees have been
added using a rubber stamp.
Left: Anne Gavaghan, Devon. 
These two dalmations are worked in glass paint
on acetate. The bold colours work really well in
this design.

Above: Margaret Hinder, Essex. 
A lovely red and white design made from paper
punched chickens. The touches of gold have
been added with glitter glue.

Left: Douglas Short,
North Yorkshire.
Bookmark design made
using pressed flowers
covered with gloss
Thermaseal.
Right: Miss G. Curr,
Kent. Teddy and bricks
made from felt with
hand written wording
and a ribbon bow.
Below: 
Eileen Walters,
Leicestershire. Quilled
design on a single fold
card. I have cut one edge
using shaped scissors
and used a
cream paper
insert from
which I have
punched out the
butterfly motif.
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